
Excerpt from The Worst Hard Time by Timothy Egan  

Introduction: Live Through This 
ON THOSE DAYS when the wind stops blowing across the face of the southern plains,               

the land falls into a silence that scares people in the way that a big house can haunt after the                    

lights go out and no one else is there. It scares them because the land is too much, too empty,                    

claustrophobic in its immensity. It scares them because they feel lost, with nothing to cling               

to, disoriented. Not a tree, anywhere. Not a slice of shade. Not a river dancing away, life in                  

its blood. Not a bump of high ground to break the horizon, give some perspective, spell the                 

monotone of flatness. It scares them because they wonder what is next. It scared Coronado,               

looking for cities of gold in 1541. It scared the Anglo traders who cut a trail from                 

Independence to Santa Fe, after they dared let go of the lifeline of the Cimarron River in                 

hopes of shaving a few days off a seven-week trek. It even scared some of the Comanche as                  

they chased bison over the grass. It scared the Germans from Russia and the Scots-Irish from                

Alabama—the Last Chancers, exiled twice over, looking to build a hovel from overturned             

sod, even if that dirt house was crawling with centipedes and snakes, and leaked mud on the                 

children when thunderheads broke. 

It still scares people driving cars named Expedition and Outlander. It scares them because              

of the forced intimacy with a place that gives nothing back to a stranger, a place where the                  

land and its weather—probably the most violent and extreme on earth—demand only one             

thing: humility. 

  

Throughout the Great Plains, a visitor passes more nothing than something. Or so it              

seems. An hour goes by on the same straight line and then up pops a town on a map—Twitty,                   



Texas, or Inavale, Nebraska. The town has slipped away, dying at some point without funeral               

or proper burial. 

In other places, scraps of life are frozen in death at midstride, as Lot's wife was petrified                 

to salt while fleeing to higher ground. Here is a wood-framed shack buried by sand, with only                 

the roof joists still visible. In the distance is a copse of skeletal trees, the bones of orchards                  

dried to a brittleness like charcoal. And is that a schoolhouse, with just the chimney and two                 

walls still standing? Then you see fence posts, the nubs sticking out of sterile brown earth.                

Once, the posts enclosed an idea that something could come from a shank of the southern                

plains to make life better than it was in a place that an Ehrlich, an O'Leary, or a Montoya had                    

left. The fence posts rose six feet or more out of the ground. They are buried now but for the                    

nubs that poke through layers of dust. 

In those cedar posts and collapsed homes is the story of this place: how the greatest                

grassland in the world was turned inside out, how the crust blew away, raged up in the sky                  

and showered down a suffocating blackness off and on for most of a decade. In parts of                 

Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas, it seemed on many days as              

if a curtain were being drawn across a vast stage at world's end. The land convulsed in a way                   

that had never been seen before, and it did so at a time when one out of every four adults was                     

out of work. The people who live here now, the ones who never left, are still trying to make                   

sense of why the earth turned on them. Much as they love this place, their doubts run deep.                  

Was it a mistake to hang on? Will they be the last generation to inhabit the southern plains?                  

And some feel deep shame—for the land's failure, and their part in it. Outside Inavale not                

long ago, an old woman was found burning a Dust Bowl diary written by her husband. Her                 

neighbor was astonished: why destroy such an intimate family record? The horror, the             

woman explained, was not worth sharing. She wanted it gone forever. 

Fence tops lead to small farms, some still pulsing with life, and lead further to towns that                 

service what is left of the homestead sections. Here is Springfield, standing for another day in                



Baca County, in the far southeast corner of Colorado, with Kansas on its eastern side, the No                 

Man's Land of the Oklahoma Panhandle to the south, a piece of New Mexico in another                

corner. For sale signs. A mini-mart. A turkey buzzard perched on a tower near city hall.                

Springfield is the county seat for Baca, which has about four thousand people spread over its                

wrinkled emptiness—fewer than two people per square mile. A hundred years ago, a county              

with population density this low was classified as "frontier." By that definition, there is far               

more frontier now in this part of the world than in the day of the sod house. The town has the                     

High Plains look, that slow-death shudder. They have not tried to dress it up or put makeup                 

on battered storefronts. It is what it is. No flashing banners. No pretense. 

A few blocks off Main Street is a house of sturdy stone. A bang on the door brings a                   

small, brittle woman to the porch. 

"I'm looking for Isaac Osteen." 

"Ike?" Her voice is from somewhere long ago. "You want Ike?" 

"Sure." 

"He's up on the ladder, fixing the roof. Out back." 

The roof is steep-pitched, a challenge for the nimble. Ike Osteen is eighty-six years old.               

He scrambles to the edge, a twenty-five-foot drop to the ground. 

"Hello, there," he says. He is springy still, with liquid blue eyes, a full head of silver hair. 

"Morning." 

"You wanna talk about this drouth." 

It is never drought in the southern plains. 

All around him, the land is drying up again, a few years into the new century. The snow                  

never came to many parts of the Rockies this year, and where it did fall, there is nothing left.                   

The white reservoir of mountain snowpack—feeding the Arkansas River, the Cimarron, the            



little dribs and drabs pulled from high peaks to the prairie—is anemic. To some people, most                

of them too young to know better, this dead dry spell is like another era. A second Dust                  

Bowl, they say. 

"Nobody who lived through the Dirty Thirties believes that," says Ike, one foot prodding              

for the ladder. "Just wasn't any comparison." 

One of nine kids, Ike Osteen grew up in a dugout. A dugout is just that—a home dug into                   

the hide of the prairie. The floor was dirt. Above ground, the walls were plank boards, with                 

no insulation on the inside and black tarpaper on the outside. Every spring, Ike's mother               

poured boiling water over the walls to kill fresh-hatched bugs. The family heated the dugout               

with cow chips, which burned in an old stove and left a turd smell slow to dissipate. The                  

toilet was outside, a hole in the ground. Water was hauled in from a deeper hole in the                  

ground. Ike's mother was Irish; he is not sure about his father's side. 

"I was born in America, that's as far as I need to go." 

His father had followed the old Santa Fe Trail in 1909, the year Congress tried to induce                 

settlement in one of the final frontiers of the public domain—the arid, western half of the                

Great Plains—with a homestead act that doubled the amount of land a person could prove-up               

and own to 320 acres. The last homestead act was a desperate move, promoted by railroad                

companies and prairie state senators, to get people to inhabit a place that had never held                

anything more than a few native hunting camps and some thirteenth-century Indian villages. 

The Osteens were following a rumor: there was supposed to be a dam going up on the                 

Cimarron River in No Man's Land that needed hired hands. 

"They got down there with their horses and wagon, and they were told there weren't any                

jobs. But people said, If you like this area, you can get 320 acres for the asking. They looked                   

around over the border into Colorado and said, Well here's a perfectly flat piece of ground                



and there aren't any rocks on it. It was nothing but prairie grass. They dug down with a                  

shovel. Saw it wasn't sand. The sod went down deep. Let's homestead this." 

Ike's father died at the age of forty-six. He left behind a widowed mother of nine in a                  

cramped hole in the ground in the middle of the High Plains. The Osteens had the wind and                  

320 acres of land. The wind powered a windmill, which pumped water 140 feet up from the                 

Ogallala Aquifer. The water was piped into small storage tanks. Cattle drank from the tanks               

and fattened easily on the rich grass. That was all you needed to stay alive: water and grass.                  

If the wind ever stopped blowing for long, the Osteens fell into that fear that comes when the                  

land goes mute. Without the wind, there was no water, no cattle, no life. The cows produced                 

milk and thick cream. The cream was brought into town and swapped straight up for flour,                

coffee, sugar, a jar of hooch. The family had hens in a coop, laying a regular supply of eggs,                   

and a .22 caliber rifle. 

In 1929, the start of the Great Depression, the boys rode a mule to school. For the next                  

nine years, Ike would see Baca County go mad. Earlier, the land had been overturned in a                 

great speculative frenzy to make money in an unsustainable wheat market. After a big              

run-up, prices crashed. The rains disappeared—not just for a season but for years on end.               

With no sod to hold the earth in place, the soil calcified and started to blow. Dust clouds                  

boiled up, ten thousand feet or more in the sky, and rolled like moving mountains—a force of                 

their own. When the dust fell, it penetrated everything: hair, nose, throat, kitchen, bedroom,              

well. A scoop shovel was needed just to clean the house in the morning. The eeriest thing                 

was the darkness. People tied themselves to ropes before going to a barn just a few hundred                 

feet away, like a walk in space, tethered to the life support center. Chickens roosted in                

midafternoon. 

"There'd be days, you couldn't see your hand in front a' your face," Osteen says, using the                 

exact words that other people from his generation use. They know some people do not               

believe them, just as many in the East did not believe the initial accounts of predatory dust                 



until a storm in May 1934 carried the windblown shards of the Great Plains over much of the                  

nation. In Chicago, twelve million tons of dust fell. New York, Washington—even ships at              

sea, three hundred miles off the Atlantic coast—were blanketed in brown. 

Cattle went blind and suffocated. When farmers cut them open, they found stomachs             

stuffed with fine sand. Horses ran madly against the storms. Children coughed and gagged,              

dying of something the doctors called "dust pneumonia." In desperation, some families gave             

away their children. The instinctive act of hugging a loved one or shaking someone's hand               

could knock two people down, for the static electricity from the dusters was so strong. Ike                

Osteen's life spans the flu epidemic of 1918, the worst depression in American history, and a                

world war that ripped apart the globe. Nothing compares to the black dusters of the 1930s, he                 

says, a time when the simplest thing in life—taking a breath—was a threat. 

  

Up the road from Baca County, the fence posts lead to another witness, Jeanne Clark. She                

narrows her eyes in the hard prairie sunlight, stirred by memory. Her constant companion, an               

oxygen cylinder, is by her side on a wheeled cart. She is alone in the place where she spent                   

most of her life. It is so hard to laugh, and Jeanne Clark, whose personality is like seltzer                  

water, has always liked to laugh. Her lungs, scarred from dust pneumonia, hold a small part                

of the story. When doctors first examined her lungs they thought she surely had suffered               

from tuberculosis. No, sir. It was the black dusters of the 1930s. 

"I still have terrible nightmares," she says. 

Jeanne's mother, Louise Walton, was a Broadway dancer and actress, a lively,            

high-stepping woman who seemed headed for the big time after landing a role in "The               

George White Scandal." But the late nights and hard living of New York took a toll on her.                  

Her health broke down; her breathing became erratic. Doctors prescribed a remedy: go west,              

to the southern plains, go west to breathe. She took the train from New York, traveling                

through Chicago, St. Louis, Topeka, Garden City. When at last she landed in Lamar,              



Colorado, it was as if she had left the planet. There was no green. No lights at night. No buzz                    

of purpose or industry. God, it was flat. Like a brown ocean. A stranger asked Louise: "Why                 

are you here?" 

"For the air," she said. "For the air." 

The prescription, geography as therapy, had worked for others. Since the late nineteenth             

century, the western plains had been a haven for "lungers," as pilgrims with respiratory              

ailments were called. It was not just Doc Holliday, the killer and homeschooled dentist, who               

came to Kansas to remedy his tuberculosis. Every good-sized town in the arid belt had a                

sanatorium offering various amenities. For a while, Colorado City was so full of             

English-accented patients fleeing the foul industrial air of urban Britain that it was known as               

Little London. A doctor met Louise Walton at the train station and directed her to the nicest                 

building in town, the hospital. 

Over several years, Louise's health did improve. Her energy came back. She married a              

rancher and had a little girl, Jeanne. The Broadway dancer, the rancher, and their young               

daughter were just starting to build a life in the flatlands when the sky turned lethal. By 1934,                  

the soil was like fine-sifted flour, and the heat made it a danger to go outside many days. In                   

Vinita, Oklahoma, the temperature soared above 100 degrees for thirty-five consecutive days.            

On the thirty-sixth day, it reached 117. It was a time without air conditioning, of course, a                 

time without even electricity for most farmers in the southern plains. 

On the skin, the dust was like a nail file, a grit strong enough to hurt. People rubbed                  

Vaseline in their nostrils as a filter. The Red Cross handed out respiratory masks to schools.                

Families put wet towels beneath their doors and covered their windows with bed sheets,              

fresh-dampened nightly. The sheets turned a muddy brown. At school, Jeanne Clark, the New              

York dancer's daughter, went through dust drills. When the storms hit, they usually came              

without warning. Weather forecasting, with no pictures from high above, relied on changes in              



atmospheric pressure, but such measures rarely picked up galloping earth. Dusters went            

undetected until they rolled into a neighboring town and a phone link was set in motion. 

"The principal would call everyone out of class and say, 'Go home! Go home now. And                

hurry!'" 

A Sunday in mid-April 1935 dawned quiet, windless, and bright. In the afternoon, the sky               

went purple—as if it were sick—and the temperature plunged. People looked northwest and             

saw a ragged-topped formation on the move, covering the horizon. The air crackled with              

electricity. Snap. Snap. Snap. Birds screeched and dashed for cover. As the black wall              

approached, car radios clicked off, overwhelmed by the static. Ignitions shorted out. Waves             

of sand, like ocean water rising over a ship's prow, swept over roads. Cars went into ditches.                 

A train derailed. 

Jeanne Clark had been outside playing when her mother called to her, panic in her voice. 

"It was like I was caught in a whirlpool," she says. "All of a sudden it got completely                  

dark. I couldn't see a thing." 

That was Black Sunday, April 14, 1935, day of the worst duster of them all. The storm                 

carried twice as much dirt as was dug out of the earth to create the Panama Canal. The canal                   

took seven years to dig; the storm lasted a single afternoon. More than 300,000 tons of Great                 

Plains topsoil was airborne that day. For weeks afterward, eight-year-old Jeanne Clark could             

not stop coughing. She was taken to the hospital, where dozens of other children, as well as                 

many elderly patients, were spitting up fine particles. The doctor diagnosed Jeanne with dust              

pneumonia, the brown plague, and said she might not live for long. Jeanne's mother had               

trouble believing the doctor's words. She had come here for the air, and now her little girl                 

was dying of it. 

  



Down south, at the high western edge of the plains, a wind-bent cowboy feeds a horse in a                  

field near the house he built in Dalhart, Texas. The breeze is up again in the Panhandle,                 

blowing tumbleweeds against a fence, tossing around cottonwood leaves. Melt White walks            

with the slow, stiff gait of a horseman in his later years. 

"Need some rain," he says. 

White remembers when the rain merchants came through town in the Dirty Thirties.             

Dalhart took up a collection and paid a man named Tex Thornton to induce moisture from                

the sky. The grass was gone by then. Thornton set off his pyrotechnics, dynamiting the sky,                

just as he promised. Still the dry days dragged on, one white sky after another. 

Nearly all the people who Melt White grew up with are gone now. It was in Dalhart that                  

some of the leading citizens of the Texas Panhandle vowed to make a last stand, promising                

they would never leave town. If nature is out of whack, then we'll fight with everything we                 

got, they said at town meetings. On Sundays, a mob of people with clubs herded rabbits into                 

a corral and smashed their skulls. The skies, for a time, were blotted with great clouds of                 

grasshoppers. To kill the hoppers, the townsfolk mixed a blend of arsenic, molasses, and              

bran, and spread it over the land, aided by the National Guard. Melt White was sickened by                 

the rabbit drives, the plagues of hoppers, a town of random death and no comfort from the                 

sky. The land was broken. 

"God didn't create this land around here to be plowed up," says White. "He created it for                 

Indians and buffalo. Folks raped this land. Raped it bad." 

When the dusters blew so hard that even charter members of the Last Man Club started to                 

move away, the White family stayed put. They were stuck, without money or prospects,              

children underfoot. Bam White got sick and Melt took over some of his father's family               

raising duties; it was hard. He was a kid with a temper. He got into a lot of fights. The other                     

kids teased him about his skin, which seemed too full of the sun, even in winter. One Sunday,                  

Melt asked visiting relatives how the family came to be. You shush, boy, he was told. Melt                 



kept at it. Finally, an aunt told about the Apache and Cherokee in him. She said he should                  

never tell anybody—keep it inside the family. 

"It's a disgrace to be part Indian," he says. "That's what she said." 

But from then on, White understood some of the anger inside him. This cowboy was an                

Indian, and he was not going to leave town. But what if somebody found out his secret? 

  

At its peak, the Dust Bowl covered one hundred million acres. Dusters swept over the               

northern prairie as well, but the epicenter was the southern plains. An area the size of                

Pennsylvania was in ruin and on the run. More than a quarter-million people fled the Dust                

Bowl in the 1930s. Looking around now, it may seem that most people just hurried through                

the southern plains or left in horror. Not true. John Steinbeck told part of the story, about                 

getting out, moving somewhere green. Those were the Exodusters. But Steinbeck's exiles            

were from eastern Oklahoma, near Arkansas—mostly tenant farmers ruined by the collapse            

of the economy. The families in the heart of the black blizzards were further west, in towns                 

like Guymon and Boise City in Oklahoma, or Dalhart and Follett in Texas, or Rolla and                

Kismet in Kansas. Not much was heard about the people who stayed behind, for lack of                

money or lack of sense, the people who hunkered down out of loyalty or stubbornness, who                

believed in tomorrow because it was all they had in the bank. Yet most people living in the                  

center of the Dust Bowl, about two thirds of the population in 1930, never left during that                 

hard decade. 

It was a lost world then; it is a lost world now. The government treats it like throwaway                  

land, the place where Indians were betrayed, where Japanese Americans were forced into             

internment camps during World War II, where German POWs were imprisoned. The only             

growth industries now are pigs and prisons. Over the last half-century, towns have collapsed              

and entire counties have been all but abandoned to the old and the dying. Hurricanes that                

buried city blocks farther south, tornadoes that knocked down everything in their paths,             



grassfires that burned from one horizon to the other—all have come and gone through the               

southern plains. But nothing has matched the black blizzards. American meteorologists rated            

the Dust Bowl the number one weather event of the twentieth century. And as they go over                 

the scars of the land, historians say it was the nation's worst prolonged environmental              

disaster. 

"In no other instance was there greater or more sustained damage to the American land,"               

the historian Donald Worster wrote. 

Afterward, some farmers got religion: they treated the land with greater respect, forming             

soil conservation districts, restoring some of the grass, and vowing never to repeat the              

mistakes that led to the collapse of the natural world around them and the death of the                 

children breathing its air. Many of the promises lasted barely a generation, and by the time                

the global farm commodities era was at hand, the Dust Bowl was a distant war, forgotten in a                  

new rush to spin gold from straw. 

For now, the narrative of those times is not just buried among the fence posts and                

mummified homesteads. People who lived through the whole thing—the great town-building,           

farm-fattening, family establishing prosperity of the 1920s, followed by the back hand of             

nature in the next decade, when all of life played out as if filmed in grainy                

black-and-white—are with us still, shelters of living memory. But before the last witnesses             

fade away, they have a story to tell. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


